
COURSE
ADVANCED BRAINSTATES



Welcome to Awakening Education

ALPHA
At the slower range, Alpha, the mind is focused on the
inner levels of power and awareness where intuition,
inspiration and creativity and the mind is free from
worries and frustrations of the physucal world. The
average adult operates in this range only in rare, fleeting
moments of strong emotion or deep thought.

GAMMA
The gamma brainstate is the gateway to advanced
intelligence with your higher self and quantum fields.
This is the most elevated state of consciousness to
reach.

DELTA
Slowest of all the ranges of our brainwaves is Delta.
Here the mind is unaware of the physical plane. This
area dominates in periods of very deep sleep, coma
and anaesthesia. It is the level of the unconscious.

THETA
Our main sleep level. In waken states theta is
linked to ESP, High Creativity and meditation.
Astral travelling and out of body experiences are
linked to theta.

The level of activity that your brain is operating in
influences your performance, success and
happiness. High frequency brain activity is often
associated with stress, worry, overwhelm and
generally feeling scattered and unfocused.

The key to using your brain more effectively is to
learn how to slow your brain rhythms down and
access more focused levels of brain and mind
and reach advanced brainstates.

BETA
The level of logic reasoning and analysis. The level
where we get things done and take action. There is
however a tendency to overthink, worry and be
generally distracted.



14 BRAIN RHYTHM ( CYCLES PER SECOND APPROX.)

SPIRITUAL WORLD
INNER CONSCIOUS LEVELS

NO TIME - SPACE

ESP
Inner subjective
Synchronised
Superconscious

7 - 14 CYCLES
PER SECOND

ALPHA

GAMMA

30 BRAIN RHYTHM ( CYCLES PER SECOND APPROX.)

SPIRITUAL, CONNECTION TO
HIGHER SELF, ADVANCED
COGNITIVE FUNCTION

Gateway to Quantum Field,
Elevated Consciousness

30 - 100 CYCLES
PER SECOND

BETA

21 BRAIN RHYTHM ( CYCLES PER SECOND APPROX.)

PHYSICAL WORLD OUTER
CONSCIOUS LEVELS ACTION

Sight - sound
Smell - touch

30 - 100 BRAIN RHYTHMS
(CYCLE PER SECOND APPROX.)

THETA

7 BRAIN RHYTHM ( CYCLES PER SECOND APPROX.)

SUBCONSCIOUS
EMOTIONS

Pain
Pleasure

31/2 - 7 CYCLES
PER SECOND

DELTA

7 BRAIN RHYTHM ( CYCLES PER SECOND APPROX.)

UNCONSCIOUS Deep sleep - Coma1/4 - 31/2 CYCLES
PER SECOND

BRAIN RHYTHMS

Typical brain-wave tracings recorded by pen of the electroencephalograph (EEG) machine. Frequency
groupings are designated by letters of the Greek alphabet.



BY COMPLETING THE AWAKENING EDUCATION
FOUNDATION COURSE, IWILL ACHIEVE THE FOLLOWING

MY SHORT TERMGOALS 6 - 12 MONTHS

MY LONG TERMGOALS

Welcome to Awakening Education Continued

Fill out the three sections bearing in mind the following areas

HealthHealth Love Family Relationships Business Travel Education



COLOURS OF THE
CHAKRA

SPIRITUALITY HARMONY

ASPIRATIONWISDOM

COMMUNICATION LOVE

LOVE PEACE

INNER STRENGTH POWER/THOUGHT

SEXUALITY EMOTION

PHYSICAL GROUNDING



1. TEA 2. NOAH

5. LAW 6. JAW

7. KEY 8. FEE

9. BAY 10. TOES

3. MAY 4.RAY

$ 8,000,000



Self image

I AM

Is what you think, feel and believe about
yourself. How you feel and think others percieve
you. Is a precise blueprint which impacts all
areas of your life.

If you don’t think you’re worth it. Who will? There
is only one person who can change the way you
feel about yourself.

You are limited only by what what you believe is
possible.

Confident and Courageous
Decisive and Enthusiastic
Happy and Healthy
Honest and Loving

Use this page to list all the qualities you now
possess, would like to possess, admire in others,
etc. Once you have programmed them into your
Self Image Portrait, go over them with a lighter
pen and begin programming in new ones.

One of the greatest things you can ever do for yourself, your family or friends is to improve
your self image.

THE SELF IMAGE AND LIFE

L
I
F
E

Projector

White Light
Slide

Brain(body)

(The real you)

(self image)

(Brain rhythms)

Slide Profector Analogy



Now is the time to start thinking about your Purpose. Set an intention to live more in the present moment
and shine your light so it has a ripple effect on humanity or even just just those in your community.

Think about how you can make a contribution to the world i.e. be more, give more and live in flow. You
may find you want to be of service to others… Now is the time to explore this and how it feels. Take what
resonates and move towards your passion.
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